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Abstract

Generating 3D images of complex objects condition-
ally from a few 2D views is a difficult synthesis problem,
compounded by issues such as domain gap and geomet-
ric misalignment. For instance, a unified framework such
as Generative Adversarial Networks cannot achieve this
unless they explicitly define both a domain-invariant and
geometric-invariant joint latent distribution, whereas Neu-
ral Radiance Fields are generally unable to handle both is-
sues as they optimize at the pixel level. By contrast, we
propose a simple and novel 2D to 3D synthesis approach
based on conditional diffusion with vector-quantized codes.
Operating in an information-rich code space enables high-
resolution 3D synthesis via full-coverage attention across
the views. Specifically, we generate the 3D codes, e.g. for
CT images, conditional on previously generated 3D codes
and the entire codebook of two 2D views (e.g. 2D X-rays).
Qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate state-of-
the-art performance over specialized methods across varied
evaluation criteria, including fidelity metrics such as den-
sity and coverage and distortion metrics for two datasets of
complex volumetric imagery found in real-world scenarios.

1. Introduction

3D imaging is essential in several fields, from clinical ap-
plications with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and
Computed Tomography (CT) modalities [13, 48], to vir-
tual/augmented reality [8, 27], self-driving [23, 31], and se-
curity [42, 45]. However, the diverse range of available
imaging devices exhibit differences in cost, quality, and ac-
cessibility, which has led to an increased interest in lever-
aging 2D imaging for 3D representations. For instance, in
hospitals, CT from biplanar X-rays could minimize patient
exposure to a substantial dose of ionizing radiation [12].
Similarly, at airports, volumetric reconstruction from secu-
rity baggage screening could be more effective at detect-
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Figure 1. The proposed approach independently learns a discrete
information-rich codebook for 2D and 3D domains with two VQ-
VAEs. New 3D samples are then synthesized conditional on the
complete codebook of multiple 2D views with a transformer.

ing prohibited items [43, 44]. The capability to seamlessly
translate between these imaging domains, eliminating their
limitations, is a high-impact application; however, this re-
mains a difficult conditional generative modeling problem.

Generating accurate 3D representations from 2D images
poses a significant challenge in the field of computer vi-
sion. Approaches must account for complex shape topolo-
gies, fine-grained textures, domain differences, and incom-
plete input information. Current methods aim to solve this
under-constrained problem by relying on cycle consistency
losses [50] for disentangling 3D shape properties like ap-
pearance and viewpoint from a single input image [3], im-
proving fine-grained 3D mesh attributes [21], for 3D-aware
face image generation by distilling StyleGAN2 latent space
[32] and recovering 3D shapes from videos [47]. Despite
these models being unpaired, they require separate convo-



lutional neural network (CNN) designs for predicting each
3D property, and they cannot generate accurate 3D repre-
sentations without additional 2D supervisory signals.

In this work, we present a unified approach that tackles
3D synthesis by reformulating it as a voxel-to-voxel predic-
tion problem. We achieve this by conditioning an uncon-
strained transformer on 2D input views. While some recent
methods have used transformers for multi-view 3D object
reconstruction, they suffer from computational inefficiency
and are sensitive to domain shifts and input view irregulari-
ties [29, 41].

We investigate 2D to 3D image translation of complex
data that exhibit varying outer and internal topologies
with different density properties and domains. To achieve
this, we propose a novel two-stage translation approach
that models the conditional probability of generating a
3D image given 2D input views with a discrete diffusion
model. By applying this process in a highly compressed
discrete latent space, our approach can extract high level
features of complex objects and scale to high-resolution
data without requiring paired datasets (Fig. 1), which is
a desired feature for real-world applications. First, our
approach learns information-rich discrete spaces of 2D and
3D distributions independently with two Vector-Quantized
Variational Autoencoders (VQ-VAEs), removing the
need for alignment of both geometries. Second, we use
a diffusion model parameterized by an unconstrained
transformer that allows bidirectional 2D global context
when generating the 3D representation, improving feature
learning and speeding up the sampling process.

To summarize, our main contributions are:

– We propose a novel and simple translation approach
based on conditional diffusion using transformers,
generating high-quality 3D samples conditional on two
2D images from a different domain.

– We show that diffusion in the information-rich latent
code space not only allows for our model to scale eas-
ily to high-resolution, but also allows for translation
of unaligned inputs—as our full-coverage attention on
latent encodings permits any part of all 2D inputs to
contribute to voxel predictions.

– The model is shown to give state-of-the-art density
and coverage over competing methods such as Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Neural Ra-
diance Fields (NeRFs) while offering true likelihood
estimates.

2. Prior Work
2.1. Autoregressive Modeling

Autoregressive models are a class of likelihood-based gen-
erative models that have been demonstrated to be potent
density estimators, exhibiting greater training stability and
generalization capabilities [30, 37] compared to implicit
generative models such as GANs [18]. They break down
the joint distribution of structured outputs into products of
conditional distributions,

p(c|Z) =

L∏

i=1

pθ(ci|c1, ..., ci−1;Z). (1)

However, as their receptive field is limited to previously
generated tokens, their representation ability is biased, and
images do not conform to such sequential manner. More-
over, this also restricts them to relatively low dimensional
data [36, 38].

2.2. Vector-Quantized Representations

The vector quantization (VQ) technique has been adopted
by explicit generative models to alleviate issues includ-
ing scaling, posterior collapse and blurred outputs by
quantizing the latent representations to a fixed number
{q1, · · · , qK} [19, 39, 49]. Furthermore, VQ-based mod-
els have achieved sharper reconstructions than implicit gen-
erative models on continuous latent variables. Following
their success in generative modeling, we make use of VQ
representations, where a convolutional autoencoder extracts
high-level features to an information-rich latent space. VQ
image models [39], which compress images to a low di-
mensional discrete latent space and subsequently model this
space with a powerful generative model, have recently been
used for a variety of tasks. Chen et al., [10] address the
domain gap issue in cross-domain analysis by introducing
VQ into the image-to-image translation framework; how-
ever, their approach deals with the two data modalities hav-
ing the same dimension and relies on spatial correlations.

2.3. 2D to 3D Image Translation

Image-to-image translation methods which aim to recon-
struct a 3D representation given a single or multiple 2D
images, have played a crucial role in computer vision
[16]. Generally, these architectures first extract 2D fea-
tures from the input image into a latent vector, which can
be fused with other information such as geometric priors,
and lastly, the decoder generates the predicted 3D repre-
sentation [16, 20, 33]. However, these techniques applied to
natural images do not easily translate to real-application do-
mains. Moreover, most conditional generative models have
dealt with the input and output data having the same dimen-
sion, i.e. 2D to 2D or 3D to 3D.
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Figure 2. Our approach allows 2D to 3D translation from unaligned data by first compressing to an information rich Vector-Quantized
discrete space, then modeling the conditional probability with a discrete diffusion model parameterized by an unconstrained transformer.

Generative Adversarial Networks. GANs [18] have
emerged as the representative of implicit generative mod-
eling, owing to their ability to produce realistic synthesized
images, yet suffering from instability in training [1]. In the
context of our domain, we compare two GAN-based mod-
els: firstly, X2CT-GAN [48], which employs a 3D GAN
with skip-connections with an additional CycleGAN for
capturing style differences; secondly, the CCX-rayNet [28]
model that uses a class conditioned module for reconstruct-
ing a CT from 2D X-ray images. Unlike CNN-based mod-
els that require aligned inputs (i.e. consistent resolution,
orientation, and transformations) and often rely on skip-
connections, our approach allows unaligned inputs via full-
coverage attention on an information-rich discrete latent
space.

Neural Radiance Fields. NeRF’s ability to generate
novel views of complex 3D scenes from a partial set of
2D images [25], inspired MedNeRF [13] for rendering CT
projections from a small set or single-view X-rays. While
NeRFs render 3D-informed images from 2D viewpoints,
they differ fundamentally from our method. In particular,
they are focused on object and scene representation con-
ditional on coordinate information, rather than novel syn-
thesis and generalizability [17]. In contrast, our approach
needs no prior data on camera positions or aligned inputs; it
enables direct sampling based on input views while provid-
ing control over the generative process.

2.4. Hybrid Generative Models

A way to address issues in specific generative models such
as long training or poor scaling is by combining two or more
approaches [7]. For instance, transformers and their self-
attention mechanism used in an encoder-decoder setup [40]
have improved both autoregressive models and other gen-
erative models due to their stable training and their ability
to learn long-distance dependencies. This is achieved using
the attention scheme,

Attention(Q,K,V ) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V . (2)

where the values V represent the encoded inputs, the keys
K are used for indexing and queries Q to select specific val-
ues. Additionally positional information is passed into the
function via fixed or trainable positional embeddings [11].

Of particular interest to this work is the two-stage pro-
cess proposed by Bond-Taylor et al. [6], where the discrete
latent space is modeled by a diffusion model parameterized
by an unconstrained transformer that learns to unmask the
data. This process allows faster sampling because multiple
tokens can be predicted in parallel. Inspired by this work,
we bridge the domain gap between 2D to 3D translation by
combining the infinite receptive fields of attention for repre-
senting both data distributions and allowing learning com-
plex topologies with the powerful feature-extraction ability
and scalability of VQ-VAEs. One of the advantages of our
approach is that it does not require spatially aligned 2D and



3D samples, thus avoiding issues with both the geometric
and domain misalignment between the two modalities.

3. Method
In this work, we address the task of synthesizing com-
plex 3D data portraying varying topologies and material
properties (e.g. CT-like images) given a two 2D views
taken from different angles (e.g. X-rays); in particular, we
avoid dependencies on both the geometric and domain re-
lationships between the 2D and 3D data which are signif-
icant sources of real-world data misalignment caused by
object/device movement and characteristics. In this set-
ting, learning a deterministic mapping between modalities
is impractical due to a large number of possible input/output
pairings in real-world data, meaning that outputs would be
very blurry and unhelpful [35], for instance, to human oper-
ators. As such, we propose modeling the mapping between
2D and 3D data with a conditional likelihood-based gen-
erative model, allowing sampled 3D data to sit at arbitrary
positions/rotations relative to the 2D data.

Formally, given 3D data I ∈ RH×W×D, and multiple
corresponding 2D views X = {x1, . . . ,xn}, xi ∈ RH×W ,
we wish to learn the conditional distribution p(I|X).
Training a transformer model directly on complex high-
dimensional pixel data would be impractical, as the compu-
tational complexity would increase quadratically from the
self-attention mechanism [34, 40]. To overcome this, we
decompose the task into two stages to take advantage of
the power and flexibility of transformers. Stage 1 sepa-
rately learns to compress the 2D and 3D data to small but
information-rich discrete latent spaces that accurately rep-
resent the data. In Stage 2, we model the conditional proba-
bility distribution in the learned compressed discrete space
with a discrete diffusion model parameterized by a powerful
unconstrained transformer that is spatially invariant over the
2D data. The overall process is illustrated in Fig. 2, and train
it alternatively with a patch-wise discriminator that uses a
combination of spatial and style augmentations for both 2D
and 3D images. More details in Appendix C.

3.1. Stage 1: Unpaired Compression

Separately for 2D and 3D data, we learn to compress a sin-
gle data point x (each 2D view is also compressed sepa-
rately) to a relatively small set of integer values z. This is
performed using a VQ-VAE [39], which achieves extremely
high compression rates by utilising a codebook for informa-
tion rich vectors, each of which is able to represent an image
patch, while a neural decoder models how these codes in-
teract.

VQ-VAEs are of particular interest to our work as they
allow a 2-stage scheme where a compact and quantized
latent space can be learned through a convolutional au-
toencoder with a large receptive field. In addition, varia-

tional autoencoders (VAEs) [22] allow us to provision per-
3D-image likelihood estimates, in contrast to other 2D-3D
translation models based on GANs, which cannot directly
provide a probability interpretation.

In particular, a convolutional encoder downsamples data
x to a smaller spatial resolution, E(x) = {e1, e2, ..., eL} ∈
RL×D. Each continuous encoding ei is subsequently quan-
tized by mapping to the closest element in the codebook
of vectors B ∈ RK×D, where K is the number of discrete
codes in the codebook, and D is the dimension of each code,

zq = {q1, q2, ..., qL} , where qi = min
bj∈B

∥ei − bj∥, (3)

with the straight-through gradient estimator [5] used to ap-
proximate the gradients through this non-differentiable pro-
cess. The discrete latents are then decompressed with a
convolutional decoder x̂ = G(zq). The model is trained
end-to-end by minimizing the loss,

LVQ = Lrec(x, x̂)+∥sg[E(x)]−zq∥22+β∥sg[zq]−E(x)∥22.
(4)

which balances reconstruction quality Lrec against quantiza-
tion terms that encourage the encoding E(x) to match the
closest codes in the codebook.

Our approach eliminates the need for spatially aligned
2D and 3D images, which in practice are difficult to ob-
tain accurately. In addition, the flexibility of our model
allows the use of an arbitrary number of 2D input views
without the requirement of camera priors or changing the
network architecture as this can be effectively achieved by
using smaller or larger latent code sizes. Ablations of these
aspects can be found in the Appendix A.

3.2. Stage 2: Conditional Discrete Diffusion

To translate data from 2D to 3D we model the condi-
tional probability distribution of 3D data given a few 2D
views using a discrete diffusion model in the learned vector-
quantized space, p(c|X), where c represents the VQ codes
of the 3D data and X = {x1, . . . ,xn} represents the set of
VQ codes of the all the 2D views. Specifically, we use the
discrete absorbing diffusion process [4, 6], which is more
suitable for this task due to its bidirectional nature, allowing
them to outperform autoregressive approaches while also
being able to scale to higher dimensional spaces, faster sam-
pling, and being substantially less prone to overfitting [9]
which is crucial when training on small datasets (as is gen-
erally the case for real-world datasets). More on this in the
Appendix A (Fig. 4).

In this case, the discrete 3D latents are gradually masked
out using randomized orders over a number of time steps T
such that at time step t, ct is defined as the discrete 3D latent
c with each token masked out with probability t

T . Formally,



this masking procedure is defined by a Markov chain,

q(c1:T |c0) =
T∏

t=1

q(ct|ct−1). (5)

The posterior is defined as q(ct|ct−1) = cat(ct;p =
ct−1Qt) for one-hot ct−1 where Qt = (1−βt)I+βt1e

T
m is

a matrix denoting the probabilities of moving to each suc-
cessive state, em is a vector with a one on mask states m
and zeros elsewhere, and βt =

1
T−t+1 .

The reverse of this diffusion process is another Markov
chain that gradually unmasks the latents

pθ(c
0:T |Z) =

T∏

t=1

pθ(c
t−1|ct,X). (6)

This can be approximated by training an unconstrained
transformer to predict the original latents from the masked
ones, optimizing the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO),

Eq(c0,X)

T∑

t=1

γ Eq(ct|c0)

[ ∑

[ct]i=m

log pθ([c
0]i|ct,X)

]
, (7)

where γ = T−t+1
T is a reweighting term used to improve

convergence [6].

Discrete vs Continuous Latents Discrete representations
are important for our approach; applying self-attention on a
compact, information-rich space is more efficient than at-
tending over a larger, continuous space due to limitations in
sequence length [34] coupled with less effective integration
of information [24]. Moreover, compressed representations
have been shown to improve generalization without relying
on complex hierarchical architectures [46].

Full-coverage Attention To leverage the compressed la-
tent space from the diffusion model, we employ an uncon-
strained transformer to parameterize the denoising function.
By flattening and concatenating 2D latents, we integrate dis-
crete representations into a 1D manifold, aided by a train-
able positional embedding. In contrast to CNNs’ reliance on
local alignment and/or deep architectures to increase their
limited receptive fields, our method provides global context
through information-rich discrete representations, allowing
all parts of the 2D inputs to influence voxel predictions [24].

Domain Invariance Our approach is robust to differences
in the distributions of 2D and 3D data domains as we model
distributions over discrete latent representations separately
rather than low-level voxels in a joint manner. In contrast, a
unified framework such as GANs cannot achieve this unless
they explicitly define a domain-invariant joint latent distri-
bution. Domain invariance is of particular interest when

dealing with real-world scenarios where data exhibits com-
plex variations, such as different camera perspectives, light-
ing conditions, or imaging modalities. Examples of this can
be found in the Appendix A (Fig. 4).

Likelihood Estimation Because the VQ-VAE decoder
is trained with MAP-inference, within this framework
we are able to estimate the conditional log likelihood
log p(I|X) ≈ log p(I|c)p(c|X) [39], where p(I|c) is the
3D VQ-VAE decoder, and p(c|X) is the conditional dis-
crete diffusion model. Thus our model provisions per-3D-
image likelihood estimates, which provide a distance mea-
surement from the true distribution of the data.

4. Experiments

This section evaluates the ability of our unconstrained trans-
former to perform 2D to 3D translation using discrete
VQ representations against the SOTA models on this task:
X2CT-GAN [48] and CCX-rayNet [28] on two datasets
complex volumetric imagery from the publicly available
chest CT scans, LIDC-IDRI [2], and security baggage
screening. Additionally, we provide a 2D evaluation com-
pared to the MedNeRF [13] model in terms of MIPs in
Sec. 4.1.3. We evaluate in terms of negative log-likelihood
(NLL), Density and Coverage, and distortion metrics, in-
cluding SSIM, PSNR, MSE and MAE. The best values are
in bold, and the second-best values are underlined.

4.1. Conditional 3D Modeling on 2D Views

2D to 3D translation is performed by our unconstrained
transformer trained on the discrete latents encodings com-
puted by the VQ-VAEs. At inference, the 3D latents
are gradually predicted using the conditioning information
from two 2D inputs in the form of 16× 16 codes, which are
concatenated at the start. Samples are shown in Figs. 3 - 4.

Fidelity Metrics. We aim to measure the quality as well
as the overlap between the manifold of generated samples
and the manifold of real data. One of our primary mo-
tivations for using likelihood-based generative models is
that NLL allows us to monitor over-fitting effectively. This
is a potential issue when training models on real applica-
tion datasets which are generally much smaller than natu-
ral image datasets. In addition, we report values based on
Density-Coverage [26], which independently assesses the
fidelity and variability of a model. In these metrics, images
are first projected into an embedding space, and a scoring
function estimates the manifold density in the neighborhood
of each embedded data point. Generative models trained
with natural images mostly rely on the features from an Im-
ageNet pretrained model for evaluation. Since our target
data is distinct from ImageNet samples, to compute these



Figure 3. Comparison of 3D CT model samples trained on the baggage screening dataset, showing the ground truth, our method, CCX-
rayNet [28] and X2CT-GAN [48].

Baggage Security Screening dataset

Method ↓ NLL ↑ Density ↑ Coverage ↑ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↓ MSE ↓ MAE

X2CT-GAN N/A 0.95 0.80 0.655 34.68 0.0014 0.0129
CCX-rayNet N/A 1.28 0.89 0.886 35.45 0.0012 0.0069
Ours 0.007 2.01 0.97 0.899 39.45 0.0007 0.0049

Table 1. 3D fidelity and distortion metrics on the Baggage security dataset. We compare our method and SOTA models in terms of
fidelity and diversity (density and coverage). Additionally we evaluate the quality of generated voxel grids using distortion metrics (SSIM,
PSNR, MSE and MAE).

metrics, we use the features of a randomly initialized con-
volutional encoder architecture, as proposed in the work
of [26]. Specifically, we obtained embeddings of dimen-
sion 2,197 of the real validation data points and samples
from our model and SOTA models.

Distortion Metrics. We emphasize that commonly used
distortion metrics such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) correlate
poorly with human visual perception, as they ignore global
structure and only focus on signal fidelity [14]. A model
that simply optimizes pixel-level distortions (e.g. small
changes in brightness, saturation, etc.) can obtain a high
score on these metrics. However, we also report values on
SSIM, PSNR, Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Mean Ab-
solute Error (MAE) for the research community as they are
widely used for comparison [28, 48].

4.1.1 Modeling Objects in Baggage Screening

We evaluate our approach on a set of “stream of commerce”
CT volumes of baggage security screening at an airport.
The total dataset consists of 5, 964 CT bag volumes. We re-
sample the bag volume to 1×1×1 mm3, and subsequently,

we resize it to a 256 × 256 × 256 mm3 cubic area. This
dataset comprises authentic bags and suitcases, depicting
both the common and the forbidden items during air travel.
We generated a 2D subset of eight views, each taken at 45-
degree azimuth intervals per bag. For our model, we set
|bi| = 256, a codebook of 4,096 and train our transformer
to predict sequences of length 16× 16× 16.

Results. Table 1 reports results for conditional 3D mod-
eling on two 2D input views comparing samples from our
model and reconstructions from the SOTA models [48] and
[28] for the baggage dataset. This dataset depicts varying
topologies as there exists a wide variety of baggage, such
as suitcases, and backpacks, in different sizes, styles, and
materials. Moreover, the items/objects within a passenger’s
bag can be unpredictable and their arrangement and level
of compactness could complicate their identification. De-
spite the challenging complexity of this dataset, we find that
our approach is the preferred choice, with a very large mar-
gin in terms of density (+111% improvement over X2CT-
GAN [48], and +53% over CCX-rayNet [28]) and cover-
age (+21% over X2CT-GAN and +8% over CCX-rayNet).
In terms of distortion metrics, our samples are of higher
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Figure 4. Comparison of 3D CT model samples trained on the medical chest (LIDC-IDRI dataset [2]) from different anatomical planes
(coronal and sagittal), showing the ground truth, our method, CCX-rayNet [28] and X2CT-GAN [48].

LIDC-IDRI (chest) dataset

Method ↓ NLL ↑ Density ↑ Coverage ↑ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↓ MSE ↓ MAE

X2CT-GAN N/A 0.87 0.88 0.321 19.68 0.045 0.151
CCX-rayNet N/A 1.41 0.98 0.386 22.66 0.032 0.108
Ours 0.10 1.42 0.97 0.436 25.05 0.048 0.013

Table 2. 3D fidelity and distortion metrics on LIDC-IDRI (chest) dataset. We followed the experimental protocol X2CT-GAN [48]
and CCX-rayNet [28] with a wider Hounsfield unit range of -1,000 HU to +1,000 HU. We show additional analysis on out-of-distribution
inputs in the Appendix A (Fig. 4).

quality, with a significant improvement in PSNR, MSE and
MAE compared to the state-of-the-art models [28, 48].

In Fig. 3 we present a set of 3D generated samples from
our approach and 3D reconstructions of the other models
for the baggage dataset. It can be observed that the identity
of each of the bags and suitcases is accurately modeled by
our model, while CCX-rayNet [28] is limited at predicting
the shape boundaries, and X2CT-GAN [48] shows a lack
of diversity. It’s worth noting that airport security officials
focus on denser objects as these are more likely to be pro-
hibited compared to less dense items such as clothes. In
this context, our model depicts that latent representations of
denser structures, as indicated by darker colors, are more
frequently used, which aligns with real-world scenarios. In
contrast, the other models depict blurring for both dense
and soft structures, making it challenging to distinguish the
modeled objects.

4.1.2 Modeling Chest Anatomical Structures

We conduct a set of experiments using the publicly avail-
able dataset of chest CT scans, LIDC-IDRI [2]. We gen-
erated the corresponding X-ray projections using digitally
reconstructed radiograph technology (DRR). For our model

Ground truth Ours CCX-rayNet X2CT-GAN

Figure 5. Local-level quality comparison of chest CT samples.

we set |bi| = 256, a codebook of 1,094 and train our trans-
former to predict sequences of length 8× 8× 8.

Results. As presented in Table 2, our method exhibits fa-
vorable performance across almost all categories for den-
sity and coverage and surpasses the other models in all dis-
tortion metrics, achieving a 12% improvement in SSIM,
11% in PSNR, 41% in MSE, and 28% for MSE over the
most competitive model, CCX-rayNet [28]. Furthermore,
in comparison to X2CT-GAN [48], our model demonstrates
an even greater degree of enhancement.

In Fig. 4 we present a set of 3D generated samples from



our approach and 3D reconstructions of the other models
for the LIDC (chest) dataset. Although the sizes of both
datasets are relatively small (compared to natural image
datasets), our model displays no signs of overfitting and can
produce diverse shapes that closely align with the ground
truth. In particular, our approach achieves a greater degree
of precision in modeling and disentangling soft tissue and
bone structures. This is evidenced by the distinctive colors
employed in the renderings, with a purpleish tone denoting
soft tissue and a beige color representing bone. In contrast,
the other methods produce blurred images where anatom-
ical structures overlap, and as a result, densities cannot be
accurately modeled since they are all merged together. For
instance, samples from our approach are less noisy, while
the other models are only able to reasonably predict some
parts of the volume and result in spatial blur/uncertainty in
others (Fig. 5).

4.1.3 Analysis on Maximum Intensity Projections

We perform an additional evaluation in terms of Maximum
Intensity Projections (MIPs) in 2D, as they provide a rep-
resentation of the highest intensity values along the spatial
dimensions, accentuating low-level structures, which might
be difficult to detect on individual slices of the 3D data.
MIPs are frequently used in real-world settings for clini-
cal diagnosis, planning, object identification, or to simply
enhance visibility. For our case, this could provide an ad-
ditional interpretation of both quantitative and qualitative
results.

In addition to X2CT-GAN [48], and CCX-rayNet [28],
we also compare our model with the NeRF-based method
MedNeRF [13], which has been designed to handle com-
plex images such as X-rays. For this, we train MedNeRF
[13] on both datasets and test them to render 3D-aware CT
projections. For the other models, we obtained the MIPs of
their spatial dimensions and calculated density and cover-
age, SSIM and PSNR. These results can be found in Table
3. Qualitative results of this comparison can be found in the
Appendix B.

4.2. Implementation Details

The 2D and 3D VQ-VAEs from the first stage were trained
simultaneously on independent NVIDIA A100 cards with a
batch size of 32 and 8, respectively. For the VQ-AE we use
the framework proposed in the work of [15], which sub-
stantially improves compression rates by learning a more
information-rich codebook, while still permitting likelihood
estimates. The 2D model takes approximately half the time
of the 3D model to complete 100,000 iterations. Our uncon-
strained transformer from the second stage takes less than
5 hours to also complete 100,000 iterations; it effectively
models 3D tokens very quickly. We use weights from 500k

(a) Baggage Security Screening dataset

Method ↑ D ↑ C ↑ SSIM ↑ PSNR

X2CT-GAN [48] 0.51 0.68 0.65 34.49
CCX-rayNet [28] 0.96 0.95 0.88 35.49
MedNeRF [13] 0.91 0.46 0.79 25.11
Ours 1.84 0.99 0.91 39.43

(b) LIDC-IDRI (Chest) dataset

X2CT-GAN [48] 0.96 0.85 0.32 21.38
CCX-rayNet [28] 0.76 0.87 0.40 24.20
MedNeRF [13] 0.90 0.80 0.38 27.02
Ours 1.17 0.91 0.42 25.25

Table 3. 2D (Maximum Intensity Projections) fidelity and dis-
tortion metrics on both datasets. We compare MedNeRF [13] in
addition to SOTA models and our approach.

Component Training time (hs) Inference time (s)

2D VQ-VAE ∼ 23 ∼ 0.01
3D VQ-VAE ∼ 56 ∼ 0.27
Transformer ∼ 4.5 ≲ 10.9

Table 4. Training times (each for 100k iterations) and inference
times for our approach, all performed on single NVIDIA A100
GPUs. The VQ-VAEs are independent and can be trained simul-
taneously on different GPUs.

iterations for our reconstructions (Table 4). The transformer
can easily fit onto a GPU with 12GB of VRAM with a batch
size of 20 while the VQ-VAEs can also fit in such a GPU.
In practice, this requires the use of small batch sizes making
training in reasonable times less practical.

5. Conclusion
We proposed a novel 2D to 3D translation approach based
on conditional diffusion using transformers. We found that
compressing each domain independently offers several key
advantages. The discrete compressed space allows for both
fast and high-resolution image synthesis, where the 2D and
3D compression networks can be trained and verified inde-
pendently without requiring aligned datasets. In particular,
full-coverage attention over the complete information-rich
2D codebooks from a few views significantly improves the
synthesis of new 3D images, where any part of all 2D inputs
can contribute to the voxel predictions.

The proposed approach is surprisingly simple and intu-
itive in practice; diffusion models are shown to have ex-
cellent mode coverage giving diverse samples [9]. In the
future, we would like to consider scaling our approach with
larger models trained on more diverse datasets, provide an
in-depth study on hallucinated outputs, and see how well it
can generalize between very different imaging modalities.
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The supplementary material for our work is structured
as follows: First, Sec. A provides results for our ablation
experiments including latent code sizes, codebook length
and number of input views. Next, in Sec. B we present
additional qualitative results showcasing: MedNeRF com-
parison, using out-of-distribution inputs, training on binary
data, data augmentation details, and sampling using the au-
toregressive method. Finally, Sec. D includes code snippets
for both the conditional diffusion process and for sampling
from our model.

A. Ablations
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Figure 1. Comparison of reconstruction quality using different
latent code sizes on the two datasets. 3D latents (ablation) cor-
respond to the 3D VQ-VAE and 2D latents (fixed) to the 2D VQ-
VAE. The chest dataset shows faithful reconstruction even with
a small size, whereas the baggage security screening dataset re-
quires a more complex latent representation. Larger latent code
sizes could allow the model to learn more complex structures (bag-
gage case) or mislead to learn unhelpful features (chest case).

↓ NLL

Latent code sizes Chest Baggage

8 × 8 × 8 0.031 0.0087
16 × 8 × 8 0.032 0.0056
8 × 16 × 16 0.029 0.0055

16 × 16 × 16 0.032 0.0044
16 × 16 × 32 0.067 0.0056

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation based on validation Negative Log-
Likelihood (NLL) using different latent code sizes for the discrete
representations learned by the VQ-VAEs in Stage 1 of our ap-
proach.

Codebook, argmin(x,B)
Length Chest (10−3) Length Baggage (10−5)

64 4.01 1024 5.8
128 0.85 2048 4.2
512 0.65 4096 1.7

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation based on the codebook loss using
different codebook lengths for the discrete representations learned
by the VQ-VAEs in Stage 1 of our approach. Our approach al-
lows learning complex data distributions (e.g. baggage security
dataset) by increasing the length. For our main experiments we
used a length of 512 and 4,096 for the chest and baggage dataset,
respectively.

2 4 8GT
input views:

samples

re-weighted
ELBO

1.163 0.930 0.929

Figure 2. Ablation using different number of input 2D views
for conditional 3D modeling on the LIDC-IDRI (chest) dataset.
While increasing the number of inputs views from 2 to 4 brings
additional performance, further increments don’t necessarily result
in linear returns. For our main experiments we used only 2 inputs
views for both datasets.
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Figure 3. Comparison of Biplanar Maximum Intensity Projections (MIP) on the baggage security screening dataset and on LIDC-IDRI
(chest) dataset. (a) denotes the MedNeRF model, (b) CCX-rayNet and (c) X2CT-GAN.
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Figure 4. Absorbing diffusion vs autoreggressive samples on
out-of-distribution input X-rays. We test our model on different
distributions including pediatric and lung cancer X-rays with dif-
ferent radiographic contrast (high and low contrast).

B. Additional Results
2D Comparison Fig. 3 contains qualitative results for
both datasets of the 2D evaluation that also includes the
MedNeRF method, which renders 3D-aware CT projec-
tions. This evaluation consists of comparing Maximum
Intensity Projections from the spatial dimensions. Our
method allows faithful samples compared to competing
methods. Specifically, our samples better highlight denser
objects which are of particular interest in the detection of
prohibited items.
Diffusion comparison We test our model robustness on
out-of-distribution input X-rays and generate samples com-
paring absorbing diffusion and the autoregressive method
using the same transformer architecture. Despite domain
differences, our model is able to generate accurate samples
without requiring any kind of domain supervision, suggest-
ing that our learned discrete representations achieve effec-
tive compression to remain invariant to low-level features
like contrast while encoding essential structures such as
bone and soft tissue (Fig. 4).

Figure 5. Visualization of additional results on ShapeNet [3].
Training on binary volumetric data in contrast to continuous in-
tensities isn’t trivial as it might lead to instabilities in architectures
like simple CNN-based GANs. Voxels with values other than 0
or 1 are flagged as fake by the discriminator, hindering preventing
continuous optimization [1]. However, our model can effectively
learn this type of data as our approach doesn’t (necessarily) rely
on adversarial training.

C. Controlled Data Augmentations

To avoid overfitting, we extended the stochastic discrim-
inator augmentation framework from StyleGAN2-ADA [2]
to handle 3D data. This solution involves augmenting both
real and generated data by the VQ-VAE using a set of style
and spatial augmentations with a probability p < 1. Unlike
other data augmentation strategies, non-invertible augmen-
tations can be incorporated with an adaptive p-value based
on an overfitting heuristic. We found that this prevents the
discriminator becoming more confident, and thus both real
and fake predictions take more time to diverge. As a result,
the VQ-VAEs to learn richer representations while delay-
ing the drop in its the validation accuracy. Note that our
approach doesn’t rely on adversarial training, thus, the in-
corporation of a discriminator is optional.



D. Example Code
We include python-like code for training a conditional

absorbing diffusion process Fig. 6a, and sampling from our
2D to 3D translation model Fig. 6b. The use of a Trans-
former allows the learned distribution to be easily condi-
tioned on arbitrary input shapes, by simply concatenating
the conditioning signal with the noisy data. The linear
masking schedule allows sampling with smaller numbers
of steps, to speed the process up, by simply passing in a
smaller value for T .

def diffusion_training_loss(c_0, Z, T, mask_id):
c_t, b = c_0.clone(), c_0.size(0)
# Randomly sample diffusion time steps
t = torch.randint(1, T+1, (b,))
# Randomly mask tokens with probability t/T
mask = torch.rand_like(c_0) < (t / T)
c_t[mask] = mask_id
# Calculate p(c_0 | c_t, Z)
logits = Transformer(torch.cat(Z, c_t))
# Calculate reweighted ELBO loss
loss = cross_entropy(logits, c_0) * (T-t+1)/T
return loss

(a) Python-like code snippet for training a conditional Absorbing Diffusion
model.
def sample(imgs_2d, T, mask_id, latent_size):

b = imgs_2d.size(0)
# Compress 2D images with 2D VQ-Encoder
Z = vqae_2d.encoder(imgs_2d)
# Initialise 3D latents with all masks
c_t = torch.full((b, latent_size), mask_id)
# Track which latents have been unmasked
unmasked = torch.zeros_like(c_t, dtype=bool)

# Loop over sampling steps
for t in reversed(list(range(1, T+1))):

# Randomly choose where to unmask
changes = torch.rand(c_t.shape) < 1/t
# Don't unmask anywhere already unmasked
changes = torch.bitwise_xor(changes, \

torch.bitwise_and(changes, unmasked))
# Update unmasked
unmasked = torch.bitwise_or(unmasked, changes)

# Sample from p(c_{t-1} | c_t, Z)
logits = Transformer(torch.cat(Z, c_t))
dist = Categorical(logits)
c_0_hat = dist.sample()
c_t[changes] = c_0_hat[changes]

# Decompress 3D latents with 3D VQ-Decoder
imgs_3d = vqae_2d.decoder(c_t)
return imgs_3d

(b) Python-like code snippet for 2D to 3D translation using our approach.
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